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On Airbnb, we love typography because we see it as a building block for meaningful connections around the world. As a company that is designing online and offline experiences, we saw a clear way to create a clear typeface that can carry the weight of the so-jump screens of the magazine. We needed
to design a typeface that combines character, function and scale. Due to its global perspective and expertise, Dalton Maag – an international foundry – was an ideal partner for the task. In a recent conversation, Derek Chan (Creative Lead, Marketing) and Curry Saarinen (Design Lead, Design Language
Systems) shared how Airbnb Cereal meets our business needs, and what's next for the new typeface. Derek Chan: Our work is very typographical, and people experience our brand in various media, including platform, Airbnbmag and subway stop ads. We have specific business needs for brand ing,
legibility, and scalability that are not addressed by available type types. We wanted a typeface that would work beautifully online and offline while reflecting our brand personality, so we decided to craft our own. Karri Saarinen: We briefly considered the fonts of the screen optimized system, but did not find
a universal option that offered the look and feel of our design language. Revised typefaces were usually good for brand and printing, but not for the user interface, or vice versa. We needed a solution that would give a consistent voice across all media and platforms we support – online, iOS and Android.
How was the name Cereal chosen? DC: We tried to imbue a playful, open and simple typeface with a touch of quirk. This brings us back to the early days when breakfast was part of our name and is also trivial at a time when grain was stored by the company. We studied some traditional name areas, but
ultimately the story and name represent our values and sentimentality. Why was Dalton Maag the right partner for this venture? DC: As our goal is to bring a global perspective to our work, we partnered with Dalton Maag-premier, an independent type foundry with a reputation for creating complex, global
typeface systems. They are a highly collaborative company that works with writing systems experts from all over the world, creating typefaces that are locally relevant but uniformly designed. We are inspired by their work with customers who have created many script systems in different media – from low-
res phone monitors to large marketing campaigns – because it is the kind of scalability and brand consistency that we strive for as a global company. The Airbnb community spans 191+ countries, so a global typeface system is one way we have even more coherent design and trust at the local level. What
Airbnb teams were working on it, and how was it decided? DC: We knew that our ambitions to create a typeface that button on the stand would require a multidisciplinary team that includes product and marketing. I work for a brand and marketing team made up of designers, photographers, filmmakers,
writers and producers. Due to the nature of our work, we were able to test the font in different content types and formats – all produced in-house. KS: Our design system team, which is responsible for Airbnb's design guidelines, including typography, styles and color palette, reviewed this project through a
product design lens. We focused on legibility, weight, texture and general aesthetics and collected feedback from stakeholders such as management, product designers and accessibility team. And it became an engineering project when it came time to experiment and integrate. Why is typography
important to Airbnb? DC: As designers we can choose when words serve as visual or when words are visual. On Airbnb, we use the type of both blend and stand-out-to-keep focus on the community, and make big statements. For example, we accept the Super Bowl campaign, we wanted to send a
powerful message. By placing a large type of portraits without voiceover, we were able to create a simple, strong treatment that highlighted the values of our brand. KS: Text and typography often define the interface — most of the application user interface is text. Having a suitable typeface that is set well
is a critical interface and because we are a design-driven company, we care a lot about the expression of our interface. The development of our own typeface gave us the opportunity to craft forms, scales and legibility features exactly how we want them.   How does Airbnb Cereal solve legibility issues?
KS: A lot goes, which makes the font readable. For cereals, we considered a number of factors to determine whether it meets our standards of legibility. We opened openings to create clear forms of writing that would have been similar to letters. We also increased the x-height, which makes it easier to
read lowercase letters. The type can get a pretty small UI design, and if the weight is too light the type can almost completely disappear. So we paid special attention to the balance of the book's weight so as not to be too light or too heavy. Finally, we toned down some signs that they are not distracted,
but would be simple enough to allow people to perform tasks in the UI. How does Airbnb Cereal distinguish our brand? DC: In addition to the look and feel of what we've touched a bit already, our new typeface also stands out, representing our values. Our mission is for everyone to belong anywhere, and
typography will help pave the way for us to get there. When we started designing the Latin alphabet, which only supports part of our global community, we thought about the characteristics that would mean other script if our typography work continues. Dalton Maag helped us understand how script
systems differ from each other and that our Latin geometry does not translate, for example, in Arabic 1:1. We knew that Latin was only the beginning of our typographic journey and that we needed to think about design decisions that cascade into other systems. Over the next few years, we will invest to
expand our type of family. How to fund the scale over the media? DC: Since the weight we have, we are able to play all kinds of hierarchies and scales. For example, a billboard that says Live There, we can use our heaviest weight on a huge scale, and actually knit type athletes playing on the streets of
Havana. But then things like a data visualization report or our public policy, the typeface allows us to design more nuanced hierarchies using lighter scales. KS: Many typefaces work well when you can control the device, but the environment is dynamic for user interface and digital products. You'll need to
consider screen sizes, devices, and content formats, and it's hard to predict future needs. We tested dozens of iterations, testing existing and new user interface mock-ups over several months. Not only does the typeface look good and feel like us, but it works better than anything we've used before. What
challenges were faced throughout the process? DC: At first we worked very few stars because some key stars define the geometry of others and it's not necessary to draw them all that early. The limited set made it difficult to create work that seemed plausible to stakeholders sign-off at every stage, so we
had to get creative. Some of my favorite creations were fake advertising on Airbnb for Work and a fictional line of urban flavored lemonades. KS: To reach any decision, we had to design hundreds of screens, compare them, note questions, and give feedback to the Dalton Magician. Problems occurred
while testing in this way – not on slide blankets or on paper. We also had the challenge of developing and implementing a new standard device without changing the existing product too much, or causing problems for teams or business. My case study describes the process, challenges and lessons we
learned along the way, which I hope will help everyone else who wants to solve such a challenge. What's Next for Airbnb Cereal? KS: We currently support seven non-Latin languages and are looking to make it much further international. It's going to take time. We want to provide a thoughtful experience
for everyone, regardless of language, so we look at the data to determine which languages priority next. Now that we own the typeface, we are interested to see how it works, and what changes we make. Maybe we'll adjust signs and symbols or use new technologies variable fonts. In some ways, cereals
are like software that improves and develops over time across our brand and product. DC: Latin character set took us about a year and a half from the beginning of implementation, and a lot of that time was spent on design direction. Our Latin character set has a few hundred characters, but the Chinese
simplified, for example, is over 27,000. We intend to expand to include script systems used by our global community, including China, Japan, Devanagari, Arabic, Hebrew, Cyrillic, Greek and Thai, and this will take time. I am interested to see Airbnb Cereal in the form of these languages, and curious
about what we learn from the global typography process. This is just the beginning. — Technical deep dive into how we applied Airbnb Cereal across our UI, check out Working Type. In this case study, the design manager Karri Saarinen breaks down the process to cover the challenges associated with
product testing and implementation. — Video created by Salih Abdul-Karim (Motion Design), Ian Rowe (Sound Design) and Magen McAfee (Screenwriter) About Airbnb Font Airbnb is an online service that provides a platform for individuals to rent unoccupied living space and other short-term
accommodation for guests. The font used in the logo is probably Bello Script. Bello is an award-winning brush typeface with many ligatures and swashes. More information about the typeface can be found here. Update: Airbnb unveiled a new logo in 2014, created by London-based DesignStudio. The
new logo features a geometric sans serif called LL Brown. Airbnb Logo (2014 - Present) Download Airbnb Font We are currently not able to find a free alternative or font similar to the commercial font defined above, and you have to follow the relevant links above and buy the font. At the same time, you
can take a look at our collection of famous logo fonts and new and fresh fonts for creative designers across the web. The funds below are 100% free for commercial use and each font license has been manually verified. Click here to update with the new kit. Check out the fonts used for famous logos and
covers of various music albums. Albums.
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